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Fishing down nutrients on coral reefs
Jacob E. Allgeier1, Abel Valdivia2, Courtney Cox3 & Craig A. Layman4

Fishing is widely considered a leading cause of biodiversity loss in marine environments, but

the potential effect on ecosystem processes, such as nutrient fluxes, is less explored. Here,

we test how fishing on Caribbean coral reefs influences biodiversity and ecosystem functions

provided by the fish community, that is, fish-mediated nutrient capacity. Specifically, we

modelled five processes of nutrient storage (in biomass) and supply (via excretion) of

nutrients, as well as a measure of their multifunctionality, onto 143 species of coral reef fishes

across 110 coral reef fish communities. These communities span a gradient from extreme

fishing pressure to protected areas with little to no fishing. We find that in fished sites fish-

mediated nutrient capacity is reduced almost 50%, despite no substantial changes in the

number of species. Instead, changes in community size and trophic structure were the

primary cause of shifts in ecosystem function. These findings suggest that a broader

perspective that incorporates predictable impacts of fishing pressure on ecosystem function

is imperative for effective coral reef conservation and management.
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B
iodiversity theory has provided important motivation for
conservation efforts globally1. Theory largely has been
supported by empirical data, but has often been limited to

ecosystems with relatively few species and simplistic scenarios of
community change, for example, random extinctions2. Yet many
of the ecosystems most impacted by humans are among the
most diverse, including tropical rainforests and coral reefs,
and impacts are often non-random, disproportionately affecting
certain aspects of communities3. While biodiversity conservation
per se is imperative, additional human-driven changes to
communities may necessitate additional conservation targets.

The productivity of many ecosystems depends on the nutrient
capacity of the ecosystem; here defined as the total nutrients
stored within, and the rate at which nutrients are recycled
between the constituents of the system (the ambient nutrient
availability, and the nutrients stored within plant and animal
biomass)4,5. Coral reefs are replete with solar energy, but have low
ambient nutrient availability and typically receive little sustained
exogenous nutrient input (notable exceptions may be increased
nutrient input associated with seasonal rains or upwelling)5,6.
Thus, the high rates of production found within these ecosystems
are largely attributed to the nutrients stored and cycled by living
biomass7–9.

Fishes typically make up a substantial component of living
biomass on coral reefs and represent an important reservoir of
nutrients in these ecosystems10,11. The removal of biomass via
fishing likely has substantial implications for the nutrient capacity
of coral reefs because: (1) nutrients are removed from the system
and (2) existing nutrients are shunted into alternative pathways
and storage pools such as, invertebrates, macroalgae and
microorganisms. Further, because exogenous nutrient inputs to
reefs are sparse, the replacement rate of nutrients that are
removed via fishing is likely slow7,8,12—a dynamic that is
analogous to the disruption of nutrient cycles in tropical
rainforests following intensive timber harvest13.

Fish-mediated nutrient capacity is determined by a complex
combination of species-level traits, such as stoichiometry and
metabolism, that scale with individual body size14. At
the community level, fish nutrient capacity is determined
by distinct aspects of community structure beyond biomass11,15.
For instance, richness, evenness and size structure of species
within the community drive variation in fish nutrient capacity
across relatively unimpacted coastal fish communities in the
Caribbean15. Yet, it is unknown how fishing pressure, particularly

through selective exploitation of certain species, alters fish
nutrient capacity of coral reef ecosystems.

Here we estimated the effects of fishing pressure on coral reef
fish nutrient capacity in 110 fish communities on 43 Caribbean
coral reefs (Supplementary Fig. 1). Pressure ranged from reefs
with minimal fishing within relatively well-enforced no-take
marine reserves, to heavily fished reefs with no protection where
large predatory fish are mostly absent and overall size distribution
of fish communities are relatively small (Supplementary Table 1).
Our goals were to: (1) test how different aspects of fish
community structure, including richness, evenness, trophic
structure, size structure and biomass, influence fish nutrient
capacity; (2) assess how fishing pressure alters fish nutrient
capacity across a fishing gradient; and (3) identify the primary
drivers of reduced fish nutrient capacity due to fishing pressure.

Our results support commonly assumed theoretical relation-
ships between species richness and ecosystem function; however,
when accounting for the biomass of the communities, this
relationship is nonexistent. Fishing reduced fish-mediated
nutrient processes by nearly half, but, contrary to expectations,
reduction in nutrient processes was not due to species loss.
Instead, changes in trophic and size structure of the fish
community was the main driver in reduced ecosystem function.
Species extirpation/extinction is a critical conservation concern,
but our analysis suggests that efforts to preserve trophic groups
and community size structure are also needed to maintain fish-
mediated nutrient capacity in coral reef ecosystems.

Results
Study design. To understand the role of community structure for
reef nutrient capacity, we tested the importance of biodiversity
(e.g., richness and evenness) and other metrics of community
structure (e.g., body size and trophic structure) in explaining
nutrient processes using hierarchical mixed-effects models
(Supplementary Methods; Fig. 1). Species richness and mean
biomass-weighted trophic level of the community (trophic level:
TL) were the best predictors of nutrient capacity (Fig. 1a). To
disentangle the relative importance of biomass for all nutrient
processes, we performed a second analysis with all response
variables as biomass-specific processes. Thus, we were able to
assess the relative importance of aspects of community structure
beyond any inherent relationship with biomass. When accounting
for biomass, richness was no longer an important predictor, but
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Figure 1 | The relative importance of different aspects of community structure for fish nutrient capacity. (a) Bars indicate mean weighted parameter

estimates (for models with DAICo5) for mixed-effects model (with random intercepts for reef type and site nested within country; n¼ 110) for six nutrient

processes and M (multifunctionality). All models included six parameters: species richness (richness), species evenness (SD–reciprocal Simpson’s index),

Trophic Group evenness (TG), mean biomass-weighted trophic level (TL), mean maximum size per species (Max Length) and skewness of the size

frequency distribution of the community (Skewness). Colours denote the different parameters of interest. ‘þ ’ or ‘� ’ distinguish the direction of the

response for parameters that were within the top model and for which the 95% confidence intervals do not overlap zero. (b) Mean weighted parameter

estimates (for models with DAICo5) for the same processes as in panel (a), but here corrected for relative biomass (n¼ 110).
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instead community size structure (skewness of size frequency
distributions) and trophic structure (TL) emerged as the most
important predictors (Fig. 1b).

These findings reveal two primary insights. First, they provide
strong support for previous research1,16 by showing that the
number of species within a community is a robust predictor
of community-level nutrient processes (our models explained
B77–82% of the variation in the data). Second, when considering
the cumulative species-level effects on nutrient processes beyond
the effect of biomass, the number of species within a community
is a poor predictor (Fig. 1b,c). Instead, the most important
attributes of a community for nutrient processes were the size
distributions (skewness) and the TL of the communities
(explaining B50% of the variation in the data). Notably, the
direction of these relationships differed depending on the
response variable of interest, for example, communities with
more small individuals supplied higher rates of N but less P
(Fig. 1b). This result highlights the differential importance of
body size and diet, (metabolic theory and ecological stoichio-
metry theory, respectively), because smaller fish recycle nitrogen
(N) at higher rates due to higher metabolism, but excrete less
phosphorous (P) relative to larger fish due to a low P diet14,17.

Fishing reduces nutrient capacity in coral reefs. The next step in
our analysis was to understand how humans mediate ecosystem
function and the drivers associated with this change. Nutrient
capacity mediated by coral reef fishes was substantially decreased

by fishing and lack of protection (Fig. 2). This finding was
determined by using mixed-effects models for all nutrient
processes (responses) and five predictor variables associated with
fishing and environmental characteristics of the system
(Supplementary Methods; Fig. 2). A continuous measure of
human population density (a common proxy of human impacts,
in particular, fishing)18, and a categorical measure of protection
status (here either: (i) no-take marine reserves with age 18–42
years, or (ii) areas open to fishing) were the most important
predictors and were included in all top models (with the
exception of N supply for which only human population
density was included; Fig. 2; Supplementary Table 4). This
difference is particularly notable when comparing fished and
protected reefs, whereby fishing pressure reduced nutrient
capacity 40–46% (Fig. 2).

Identifying the drivers through which fishing reduces nutrient
capacity in coral reefs is critical for informing appropriate
fisheries management strategies to maintain ecosystem functions.
We tested the effect of fishing pressure (human population
density) on the two best predictors of nutrient capacity, TL and
Richness, as well as on Biomass. Human population density was
associated with substantially lower community TL than Biomass
and Richness (Table 1) and explained more of the variation in
community TL and Biomass than Richness—the same trends
were found when using the categorical variable of fished and
protected reefs (Supplementary Table 4). This finding supports
previous assertions that fishing in coral reefs targets particular
species, often those with higher trophic position that are generally
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Figure 2 | The relative importance of factors influencing fish nutrient capacity on reefs. (a) Bars indicate mean weighted parameter estimates for mixed-

effects models (with random intercepts for reef type and country; n¼ 39) for six ecosystem functions and M (multifunctionality). Predictor variables are

arranged by colour and include: protection status–either fished or enforced protection (Protection; dark blue), distance to the nearest population settlement

(Pop. Density; light blue), size of marine protected area (PA area; peach), total size of reef tract within 5 km radius of the surveyed site (Reef area; white)

and area of cultivated land within 50 km–a proxy for terrestrial runoff (Agriculture; red). Colours denote the different parameters of interest. ‘þ ’ or ‘� ’

distinguish the direction of the response for parameters that were within the top model and for which the 95% confidence intervals do not overlap zero.

(b) Examples of relationships between N supply and storage and the most important continuous predictor–human population density (n¼ 39). R2 values

are for the mixed-effects model including only population density as a fixed effect. Grey bands indicate 95% confidence intervals. Symbols indicate different

reef type (spur and grove¼ circle, wall¼ triangle and slope¼ diamond) and symbol size indicates relative size of protected area. Colours in all plots

indicate protection status (light green¼ fished, dark green¼ protected). Barplots show differences between reefs that experience fishing (F) and are

protected (NF)–all differences are significant. Error bars indicate s.e.
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larger19,20. Proportionately small differences in species richness
were found between fished and protected reefs across the
exploitation gradient (mean 39±6.0 s.d. versus 45±7.2 s.d.
species, respectively; Fig. 3a). Piscivores, piscivore-invertivores
and planktivores were the only trophic groups that showed
significant reductions in richness (herbivores slightly increased)
between fished and protected sites (7–4.9, 4.1–2, 2.5–2, species
respectively; Supplementary Table 5). However, strong reductions
in nutrient processes were found across all trophic groups
between fished and protected reefs despite only minor reductions
in richness (Fig. 3b). These findings underscore the
disproportionate influence of altered size and trophic structure,
not species loss, for nutrient capacity in the context of fishing
pressure.

Discussion
One mechanism by which species richness could be maintained
despite selective fishing is through functional redundancy,
whereby high levels of richness within trophic groups distributes
the effect of fishing pressure across species1,15,21. Biodiversity
theory predicts that high levels of functional redundancy should
also help sustain high levels of ecosystem function22. However,
across the fishing gradient, reduction in richness within a trophic
(functional) group was not correlated with reductions in any
process by that trophic group, with the exception of N supply,
suggesting certain species disproportionately influence ecosystem

function (Supplementary Fig. 2). Ecosystem function cannot be
maintained simply by the presence of high numbers of species, as
many other changes occur in the structure of the communities
with fishing pressure23,24.

Recent attention has been given to understand how changes in
animal populations alter nutrient dynamics on large ecological
scales25. We show that targeted fishing of higher trophic levels is
reducing the capacity of coral reef fish communities to store and
recycle nutrients by nearly half. Fish-mediated nutrients enhance
coral growth26 and primary production27, and may regulate
nutrient ratios at the ecosystem scale11. Our findings underscore
the growing need to incorporate animal-mediated nutrient
dynamics in models of ecosystem function, particularly in light
of the rapid rate of exploitation of animal biomass throughout the
world3. Improved models of nutrient dynamics on coral reefs will
also enhance our understanding of the negative impacts of
anthropogenic nutrients for coral reefs that is drastically needed
for conservation and management.

We provide perspectives on one aspect of nutrient capacity in
coral reef ecosystems, using a snapshot view of fish-mediated
nutrients based on animal biomass. Yet more comprehensive
models of ecosystem nutrient dynamics will require integration of
additionally important biological (e.g., invertebrates, microorgan-
isms) and physical (e.g., upwelling, currents) components, as well
as temporal perspectives of nutrient processes over time (e.g.,
incorporating animal secondary production and movement
behaviour).

Table 1 | Effects of fishing on the structure of fish communities.

PopDensity R2

TL �0.93 (0.07) 0.47
Biomass �0.70 (0.05) 0.46
Richness �0.66 (0.05) 0.34

Mixed-effects models were used (with random intercepts on reef type and country; n¼43) to assess the relative influence of fishing pressure (with the continuous variable of human population density,
here ‘PopDensity’, as a proxy) on trophic level (TL), biomass or richness of fish communities. Bootstrapped regressions (n¼ 100) were used to generate estimates of the effect size (shown here) for
these relationships. In all cases response variables were z-scored so relative effect sizes could be compared directly. Values in ‘( )’ indicated s.d.s from the mean of the bootstrapped estimates. In all
models 95% confidence intervals of parameter estimates do not overlap with zero.
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Figure 3 | Effects of fishing on species richness and contribution of trophic groups for nutrient supply and storage. (a) The number of species lost due

to fishing in various components of the community: piscivores only, the community minus piscivores and the whole community. Violin bars with a white

centre bar indicate reefs on which fishing occurs versus a black centre bar indicating protected reefs (n¼ 39 total communities). ‘**’ and ‘NS’ indicate

statistical significance, and lack of significance, respectively, as determined by 95% confidence intervals overlap with zero from mixed-effects models.

(b) Distributions of effect sizes illustrating the relative degree to which fishing reduces the supply and storage of nutrients by different trophic groups.

Distributions represent bootstrapped (1000 iterations) per cent reductions in nutrient processes for each trophic group (n¼ 7) between fished and

protected reefs (n¼ 39) (Supplemental Information: Human impacts analysis).
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Rebuilding coral reef fish communities is of critical importance
for food security and the livelihood of billions of people28. Recent
evidence has shown that reef fish biomass may take 35–60 years
to recover from heavily depleted levels29. Inherent to the recovery
of these communities is the recovery of nutrient capacity5,8. We
suggest that in addition to well-acknowledged conservation
targets such as biodiversity protection, a broader perspective
that incorporates predictable impacts of fishing pressure on
nutrient dynamics is imperative for effective coral reef conser-
vation and management.

Methods
Fish-mediated nutrient capacity was measured as: nutrient storage (via fish biomass
for carbon—C, nitrogen—N, and phosphorus—P), nutrient supply (via fish
excretion for N and P), and an aggregate measure of all processes, specified as
multifunctionality (M)15,30. We were not able to estimate fish production, due to
lack of robust data for most of the species in the study, but instead provide a
snapshot in time of potential nutrient storage and recycling via fish biomass.
Each process was modelled onto 72,824 individual fish in 43 fore-reefs (10–15 m
deep) in five Caribbean countries surveyed for multiple years (110 surveys total;
Supplementary Table 1). We used species-specific models to estimate nutrient
storage, supply and multifunctionality (Supplementary Methods), and summed
these processes within sites for estimates of community-level nutrient capacity.
Surveys across all sites included a total of 154 reef fish species (excluding sharks,
which constituted o2% of the biomass across all sites and B9% of biomass within
the 23 sites in which they were found). Our biogeochemical models allowed us to
estimate nutrient processes for 143 fish species, including 499% of all non-shark
biomass found within surveys.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are included in
the Supplementary Data file 1.
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